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Abstract: With the intensification of global climate change, exploring the impact of environmental
factors on tree density can provide technical support for sustainable forest management. In this paper,
the random forest parameters nTree and mtry were optimized using a particle swarm optimization
algorithm. The density, average temperature, soil thickness, forest water consumption, slope, slope
direction, slope position, soil type, and diameter at breast height (DBH) of the dominant tree species in
Inner Mongolia were fitted using random forest regression with a satisfactory fitting effect (R2 > 0.60).
The results show that the average temperature, soil thickness, and forest water consumption were
the main factors restricting tree density, and the influence of each factor changed depending on the
stage of tree growth. Based on 2018 forest resource data of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region,
four diameter class models were used to calculate tree density, and Kriging interpolation was used
to form a density distribution grid map of the main tree species according to diameter class toward
providing a theoretical basis and data support for afforestation and forest management strategies
that are justified according to the available environmental resources.

Keywords: forest density; random forest; particle swarm optimization

1. Introduction

Forests are the largest ecosystem on land and play an important role in human survival
and development. Therefore, determining how to manage a forest ecosystem so that
it can both provide the required products for human beings and perform an effective
ecological service is the focus of forestry scientists. In most cases, though, the resources
and environmental conditions for stimulating forest growth are limited. Environmental
factors such as the distribution of water, temperature, and soil, in combination, are important
restrictive factors that determine the forest structure and stand density. This density, which is
important for the stability of the ecosystem and biological productivity [1], is the main factor
that can be controlled by human beings [2,3] to determine whether the stand structure is
sound both quantitatively and qualitatively [4]. Many countries have carried out numerous
studies related to the law of stand density distribution, and in our view, the factors affecting
stand density can be divided into biotic and abiotic. Most studies on biological factors have
explored how population and resource competition between various biological factors, in
addition to individual competition, influence stand density [5–10], or how abiotic factors in
production indices can be combined with biological factors for analysis [11].

Previous studies have mainly used gray system theory [11], genetic algorithm [12],
density control model [13], inverse solution [14], variable method, and optimal control
theory [15] along with skewness, kurtosis, and a diameter variation coefficient [16] for the
modeling of algorithms, and growth and thinning effects [17] according to the methods of
Nelder trials [18]. In an analysis of relevant influencing factors, a study of a 25 ha forest
sample plot in Taiwan found that specific species will be filtered out that have the traits
required for survival in specific habitats. In detail, that study showed that environmental
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factors have restrictive effects on certain tree species [19], and the effect of habitat on tree
survival was studied in a dynamic monitoring sample plot of a 20 ha forest in Xishuangbanna.
The results showed that biological and abiotic factors interacted to affect forest density [20].
Studies in the mountainous areas of East and Northeast China found that both biological
and abiotic factors affect the density of a forest, but their importance varies according to its
life stage [21]. A study on a 16 ha U.S. forest monitoring sample plot found that soil and
solar radiation are key factors affecting forest density, exhibiting a significantly positive
correlation [22]. A generalized linear mixed-effect model was used in a study of a BCI 50
ha forest sample plot in which the seedling density was found to be related to topographic
factors and water along with interspecific differences in water availability [23].

Based on previous studies, we wanted to further explore how forest density is affected
by environmental factors, particularly which have the greatest restrictive effect and whether
the impact changes in the different growth stages of trees. Based on consideration of the fac-
tors found in previous studies combined with the existing data conditions [24], we selected
average temperature, forest water consumption, soil thickness, soil type, dominant tree
species, slope, slope direction, and slope position as influencing factors, and we examined
the rules of their influence on forest density and established a model. A density distribution
law of large regions and multi-tree species based on abiotic factors (environmental factors)
through a random forest regression algorithm optimized using a particle swarm algorithm
had not previously been reported.

Most of the random forest regression models adopted in previous studies chose empir-
ical values for nTree value and mtry value inputs, which have some limitations, whereas
the particle swarm algorithm iteratively optimizes the parameters of the random forest re-
gression model [25]. Therefore, with this paper, we established a model of stand density for
different size classes in Inner Mongolia using particle cluster algorithm-optimized random
forest regression based on 2018 Inner Mongolia forest resource data and MODIS-related
meteorological data. We analyzed the contribution ratio of the independent variable and
dominant factors that affect forest density, and then used Kriging interpolation to calculate
stand density distribution among different DBH zones for each tree species. The goal was to
provide a theoretical basis and realistic guidance for forest management to facilitate rational
use of the environmental resources in the Inner Mongolia region.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview of the Study Area

The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is the third-largest province in China and
located on its northern border. It has a long and narrow shape that extends northeast to
southwest. East rises from 126 degrees east to 04′, west to east longitude 97◦12′, across
longitude 28 degrees 52′, and east–west straight away from more than 2400 km; and
south latitude 37 degrees 24′ north, north latitude 53 degrees 23′, longitudinal latitude
15 degrees 59′, and straight distance 1700 km. The total area is 1,183,000 square kilometers,
accounting for 12.3% of China’s land area. The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is
vast and has many complicated landforms, but it is mainly a plateau-type geomorphic
area with an average altitude of about 1000 m. According to the 2018 report on China’s
forest resources, this region’s forests cover 26,148,500 ha (22.10% coverage), ranking first in
the country.

2.2. Forest Data

The forest data in this paper are based on the 2018 forest leaflet data provided by the
National Forest Resource intelligence management platform, which was obtained through
the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Forest Resource Planning Design Survey, also
known as a type-two survey, in which all forest resources are classified into multiple
subclasses of 0.4–35 ha according to artificial, natural, and comprehensive divisions. The
survey took the minor class as the basic unit every 10 years, and to date, the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region has completed multiple rounds of secondary survey work [26]. The
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main survey components are land class, forest class, forest species, tree height, plant number
density, area, dominant tree species, tree composition, age class, age group, production
period, topography factor, soil factor, and site type. Many forest resource factors and
operational management factors, such as forest structure, are included.

The main tree species and groups of species were selected for density distribution law
study by analyzing the 2018 Inner Mongolia forest data: Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Kuzen., Pinus
sylvestris var. mongolica Litv., Pinus tabuliformis Carrière, Quercus L., Betula L., Ulmus pumila L.,
Populus przewalskii Maxim., and Salix L. The specific distribution is shown in Figure 1. The
main tree species were divided into four size classes: 5, 15, 25, and 35 cm. The average
chest diameter ranges were 0 to 9.9, 10 to 19.9, 20 to 29.9, and >30 cm, respectively. The
distribution range and number of specific forest subclass densities are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the distribution of the main tree species in Inner Mongolia, where the
different colors represent different tree species.

Table 1. Schematic diagram of forest density distribution range in Inner Mongolia, in which N
represents forest density. Unit: plant/ha.

Diameter Class Total Number of Forest Subclasses N ≤ 500 500 < N ≤ 1500 1500 < N ≤ 2500 N > 2500

5 445,501 27,100 346,029 65,397 6975

15 509,709 53,531 364,313 74,249 17,616

25 47,207 10,735 29,165 3576 3731

35 5287 1492 3507 278 10

2.3. Relevant Environmental Factor Data

The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region spans four climate zones: wet, semi-wet,
semi-arid, and arid. In the latter two, windproofing and sand-fixing, prevention of soil
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and water loss, and conservation of water sources are the main forestation objectives.
Macroscopically, water resources and temperature are important for tree growth and
development, which participate in and affect the material cycle and energy flow of the
forest ecosystem. Water consumption has two components, forest tree transpiration and
woodland surface evaporation, which are considered per unit time and area. In this study,
plant transpiration, soil evaporation, and canopy intercept evaporation data were taken
from the Penman–Monteith–Leuning Evapotranspiration V2 (PML_V2) terrestrial steaming
and total primary productivity dataset, accessed from the website “National Tibetan Plateau
science data center” (doi:10.11888/geogra.TPDC.270251) [27], with a TIFF data format and
spatiotemporal resolution of 8 days, 0.05◦ for a time span from July 2002 to August 2019.

We used a 2008–2017 PML_V2 dataset of land evaporation and total primary pro-
ductivity after extraction of the study area as the annual average forest tree water con-
sumption data. Mean temperature data were cited from the Chinese surface temperature
dataset (2003–2017) accessed on the website “National Science Data Center on the Tibetan
Plateau” (doi:10.5281/zenodo.3528024) [28], which contains monthly surface temperature
data from 2003 to 2017 for all of China (approximately 9.6 million km2) at a spatial resolu-
tion of 5600 m. A total of 10 years of Chinese surface temperature datasets of the study area
from 2008 to 2017 were extracted as mean temperature data by cropping and calculating
the study area.

2.4. Data Preprocessing

We used the latitude and longitude of the midpoint of the 2018 forest minor class in the
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, and from this, the multi-value point tool of arcmap10.2
software was used to extract data on vegetation transpiration, soil evaporation, canopy
cut-off evaporation, and surface temperature from 2008 to 2017, which were evaluated using
a grid calculator. The completed attribute table data were then exported as Excel files.

Meanwhile, based on the 2018 forest resource data, the data of the woodland minor
class from the second type of investigation of forest resources were extracted and exported
as Excel files using the ArcGIS software platform, and irrelevant fields were then filtered out
of these files in Excel. Data on tree species, slope, slope direction, slope position, mean chest
diameter, plant number density, soil type, and soil thickness were retained. Furthermore,
normalization of continuous numerical variables was required for mapping data on a
suitable scale and for rapid and accurate convergence in the machine learning process,
including mean temperature, tree water consumption, plant density, and soil thickness.
The normalization formula is shown in Equation (1). In addition, slope, slope direction,
slope position, soil type, and dominant tree species were used as categorical variables, and
plant density was used as a response variable to participate in the construction of the main
tree species density distribution model based on environmental factors.

yi =
xi −min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
(1)

where i is the number of samples in the dataset variable; yi are the normalized values;
min(x) is the minimum value in the dataset x; and max(x) is the maximum value in the
dataset x.

In turn, all the data on vegetation transpiration, including air temperature meteorol-
ogy and forest resources, were read in Excel, and the integration of multi-dimensional
information—forest water consumption, surface mean air temperature, slope, slope direc-
tion, slope position, soil type, soil thickness, mean chest diameter, and plant density—was
completed using the latitude and longitude of a class II survey as the merging field. In
the process of data preprocessing, outliers also needed to be dealt with. The Mahalanobis
distance method was used to detect outliers, and those with null and larger than critical
values were removed. Forest density was largely perturbed by changes in standing condi-
tions, with standing and environmental factors such as water consumption, topographic
topography, soil conditions, and mean temperature being important determinants of forest

doi:10.11888/geogra.TPDC.270251
doi:10.5281/zenodo.3528024
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tree growth. Therefore, some elements—slope, location, soil type, soil thickness, and average
temperature—were selected as parameters, and the classification levels (5, 15, 25, 35 cm)
were used to develop the density distribution model of the main tree species in the Inner
Mongolia region. Their data type and sources are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary table of main factors involved in model building.

Data Name Data Type Time Data Resolution Data Sources Variable Type

Stand
density

Continuous
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Response
variable

Soil thickness Continuous
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Input

variables

Dominant tree
species

Categorical
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Categorical

variable

Soil type Categorical
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Categorical

variable

Slope Categorical
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Categorical

variable

Slope
direction

Categorical
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Categorical

variable

Slope
position

Categorical
variable 2018 Minor class size Intelligent management

platform for forest resources in China
Categorical

variable

Average
temperature

Continuous
variable

2008–2017
mean value 0.05◦

National Science and
technology data center for Qinghai,

Tibet Plateau

Input
variables

Forest water
consumption

Continuous
variable

2008–2017,
mean value 5600 m

National Science and
technology data center for Qinghai,

Tibet Plateau

Input
variables

2.5. Construction of Random Forest Regression Model Based on Particle Swarm Optimization

In this study, a 10-fold cross validation was used to divide all samples, of which one
was used as test data and the remaining nine were used as training data. The performance
of each method in each test sample was individually recorded in succession, and its average
value was calculated as the final accuracy evaluation standard [29]. The implementation
code is shown in Algorithm 1.

Random forest regression (RFR), a common and effective algorithm in the field of
machine learning and data analysis, uses multiple decision trees to train and predict
samples. It is also the evolutionary algorithm of the bagging algorithm [30–34], which is
implemented as follows:

(1) In the training phase, random forest resamples n samples from the original data using
bootstrap as the training set.

(2) The training set generates a decision tree by choosing m features that are not repeated
at each decision tree node as the current node-splitting feature set and then splits that
node in the best way of m features.

(3) All samples are sequentially trained to construct different decision trees.
(4) In the prediction phase, the most common result in the decision tree is the predicted result.
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Algorithm 1 10-fold cross validation

1. clc
2. clear all
3. data = load(‘D:\X\Matlab\LFMD.txt’);
4. [data_r, data_c] = size(data);
5. indices = crossvalind(‘Kfold’, data_r, 10);
6. for i = 1: 10
7. test = (indices == i);
8. train = ~test;
9. test_data = data(test, 1: data_c − 1);
10. test_label = data(test, data_c);
11. train_data = data(train, 1: data_c − 1);
12. train_label = data(train, data_c);
13. load fisheriris
14. indices = crossvalind(‘Kfold’,species,10);
15. cp = classperf(species);
16. for i = 1:10
17. test = (indices == i); train = ~test;
18. classperf(cp,class,test)
19. end

The particle swarm algorithm (PSO), a group of collaborative random search algo-
rithms developed by simulating bird swarm foraging behavior, is often used for the iterative
optimization selection of parameters for machine learning models [35]. Its algorithmic
content is in Equations (2) and (3):

ϑij
k+1 = ωϑij

k + c1r1

(
pij

k − xij
k
)
+ c2r2

(
pgj

k − xij
k
)

(2)

xij
k+1 = xij

k + ϑij
k+1 (3)

where c1, c2 are the learning factors; ω is the inertial weight; the r1, r2 value range is [0, 1];
ϑij

k, xij
k are the speed and position of the j dimension of particle i in the k iteration; and

pij
k, pgj

k are the individual and group extreme values of the j dimension of particle i in the
k iteration.

Two important parameters had to be set during random forest construction: the num-
ber of decision trees (nTree) and the number of variables randomly drawn by the decision
tree nodes (mtry). In this study, the particle group algorithm was used to iteratively
optimize the parameters of the random forest regression model, and algorithmic implemen-
tation was performed using MATLAB. First, the parameters of the particle group algorithm
were set: the learning factors c1, c2; the number of maximum iterations of population size
N, T; inertial weight ω; control coefficient k; nTree value of the maximum boundary P; the
decision tree; and the number of variables randomly selected by the nodes of the decision
tree. The optimal adaptation design algorithm introduced the particle group algorithm and
started iterative optimization through speed and population updates, adaptive variation,
fitness value selection, and individual and group optimal update iterations. In the end, the
number of optimal decision tree (nTree) values and decision tree node random extraction
number of variables (mtry) value were obtained. The implementation code is shown in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Stochastic Forest optimization algorithm

1. numsum = 2;
2. for i = 1:sizepop
3. pop(i,:) = ones(1,numsum);
4. V(i,:) = rands(1,numsum);
5. fitness(i) = fun(pop(i,:),p_train,t_train);
6. end
7. [bestfitness,bestindex] = min(fitness);
8. zbest = pop(bestindex,:);
9. gbest = pop;
10. fitnessgbest = fitness;
11. fitnesszbest = bestfitness;
12. for i = 1:maxgen
13. for j = 1:sizepop
14. V(j,:) = V(j,:) + c1*rand*(gbest(j,:) − pop(j,:)) + c2*rand*(zbest − pop(j,:));
15. V(j,(V(j,:)>Vmax)) = Vmax;
16. V(j,(V(j,:)<Vmin)) = Vmin;
17. for num = 1:length(popmax)
18. pop(j,num) = pop(j,num) + 0.2 * V(j,num);
19. if pop(j,num) > popmax(:,num)
20. pop(j,num) = popmax(:,num);
21. end
22. if pop(j,num) < popmin(:,num)
23. pop(j,num) = popmin(:,num);
24. end
25. end
26. pos = unidrnd(numsum);
27. if rand > 0.95
28. pop(j,pos) = abs(rands(1,1));
29. end
30. pop(j,:) = ceil(pop(j,:));
31. fitness(j) = fun(pop(j,:),p_train,t_train);
32. end
33. for j = 1:sizepop
34. if fitness(j) < fitnessgbest(j)
35. gbest(j,:) = pop(j,:);
36. fitnessgbest(j) = fitness(j);
37. end
38. if fitness(j) <= fitnesszbest
39. zbest = pop(j,:);
40. fitnesszbest = fitness(j);
41. end
42. end
43. BestFit(i) = fitnesszbest;
44. n_trees = zbest(1);
45. n_mtry = zbest(2);

After obtaining iteratively optimized nTree values with mtry values using the MATLAB
regression learner to create random forest regression models and calculate the relative
contribution of variables, the relative contributions were calculated for all independent
variables and normalized to 100%. The implementation code is shown in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Postprocessing algorithm

1. In = input_train;
2. Out = output_train;
3. disp(‘Training Tree Bagger’)
4. b = TreeBagger( . . .
5. ntrees, . . .
6. In,Out, . . .
7. ‘Method’,‘regression’, . . .
8. ‘oobvarimp’,‘on’, . . .
9. ‘surrogate’,surrogate, . . .
10. ‘minleaf’,leaf, . . .
11. ‘FBoot’,fboot, . . .
12. ‘Options’,paroptions . . .
13. );
14. reset(s);
15. TrainY = oobPredict(b);
16. toc;
17. disp(‘Sorting importance into descending order’)
18. weights = b.OOBPermutedVarDeltaError;
19. [B,iranked] = sort(weights,‘descend’);
20. Toc

2.6. Model Evaluation

A 10-fold cross-validation method was used in this study. The modeling evaluation in-
dices of the selected models were the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), and the determination coefficient R2, which were used as the basis for evaluating
the prediction accuracy of the model test set, as shown in Equations (4)–(6):

RMSE =
1
k

k

∑
j=1


√√√√ 1

nj

nj

∑
i=1

(
yji − yrji

)2

 (4)

MAE =
1
k

k

∑
j=1

(
1
nj

nj

∑
i=1

∣∣yrji − yji
∣∣) (5)

R2 =
1
k

k

∑
j=1

(
1−∑

nj
i=1

(
yji − yrji

)2

∑
nj
i=1

(
yji − yj

)2

)
(6)

where k is the fold of cross-validation (k = 10 in this study); yji is the predicted value of the
ith of the j fold; yji is the ith reference of the j; yj is the average of the reference value of the
j fold; and nj is the number of samples for the j fold.

3. Results
3.1. Particle Swarm Algorithm Iterative Optimization Search Analysis

The parameters of the random forest regression model were iteratively optimized
using the particle swarm algorithm, which had two main parameters: the number of
decision trees (nTree) and the number of variables (mtry) randomly extracted from the
nodes of the decision tree. To improve the accuracy of the random forest regression
calculation by continuous iterative optimization, the RMSE and MAE were selected as the
main factors. The iterative optimization of nTree and mtry was performed using MATLAB
as a processing platform. Overall, the RMSE and MAE decreased as the number of decision
trees (nTree) and the number of randomly extracted variables (mtry) at the nodes of the
decision tree increased. The model error stabilized when both nTree and mtry increased to
a certain extent.
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According to the analysis in Figure 2, when the number of decision trees was 1200
with mtry = 2, the RMSE was 0.2215, and the MAE was 0.149. When the number of decision
trees was 1100 with mtry = 3, the RMSE was 0.1672, and the MAE was 0.0862. When the
number of decision trees was 900 after mtry > 3, the RMSE and MAE basically tended
to stabilize: the RMSE was stable at about 0.055, and the MAE was stable at about 0.024.
Increasing the nTree and mtry did not cause the model accuracy to continue to rise, so an
nTree of 900 and an mtry of 4 were determined to be the parameters for the random forest
regression model using the MATLAB regression learner.
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3.2. Model Accuracy Analysis

By fitting and testing the random forest regression model with the optimal parameters
selected by the particle swarm optimization algorithm, considering the practical significance
of forestry operation and management, the we analyzed the accuracy of the 5, 15, 25, and
35 cm diameter scale models. The results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 3. The four
models all had satisfactory fitting effects (R2 > 0.60). Among them, the 25 cm model had
the highest value, the lowest RMSE, and the best fitting effect. There was little difference
between the 35 and 25 cm scale models, but the RMSE and MAE were the largest. The
increase may have been due to a too small sample size. The value of the 5 cm model was
the lowest: its MAE was the lowest and its average absolute error of model fitting was the
smallest. Much of the accuracy of the 15 cm model was at the equilibrium level among the
four models.
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Table 3. Table of sample quantity and accuracy of random forest model construction of different
diameter classes.

Model Total Number of Samples RMSE MAE R2

5 cm diameter scale model 445,501 0.0633 0.0157 0.6159
15 cm diameter scale model 509,709 0.0548 0.0287 0.7097
25 cm diameter scale model 47,207 0.0415 0.0164 0.7512
35 cm diameter scale model 5287 0.0738 0.0307 0.7299
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4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Environmental Factors on Forest Density

The contribution rates of different factors were analyzed. As shown in Table 4 and
Figure 4, the average temperature factor was the largest in the 15, 25, and 35 cm models,
and its contribution gradually increased with tree growth, indicating that the average
temperature was the main factor restricting density. The same conclusion was reached in
the study of tree radial growth [36]. The contribution rate of forest water consumption and
soil thickness gradually decreased with continued growth, which may have been due to
the fact that environmental factors were basically stable, and the forest water consumption
and soil thickness constraints on tree density gradually decreased. In some studies of the
impact of water resources on tree growth, it was also proposed that water resources are an
important factor and vary depending on the different life stages of tree growth [37,38]. The
contribution rate of dominant tree species factors increased with growth, which showed
that different species restricted density and that the growth characteristics of different tree
species led to the intensification of competition [39–42]. For soil type, slope, slope direction,
and slope position, the contribution degree decreased with fluctuations in tree growth.
These factors belong to long-term fixed factors, which do not increase greatly under normal
circumstances, and the ability to restrict density gradually decreased as trees grew [43].
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Table 4. Contribution rates of different independent variables in the random forest model.

Factor Name 5 cm 15 cm 25 cm 35 cm

Average temperature 24.22% 26.99% 35.17% 44.04%
Forest water
consumption 37.15% 24.61% 18.42% 17.73%

Soil thickness 12.85% 15.17% 7.60% 9.12%
Dominant tree species 10.92% 13.15% 21.85% 23.31%

Soil type 6.36% 5.86% 8.31% 4.59%
Slope 5.63% 3.13% 1.32% 0.76%

Slope direction 4.50% 3.01% 1.75% 1.47%
Slope position 3.40% 2.71% 4.04% 2.18%
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Figure 4. The contribution rate of different independent factors in the random forest model: a is
average temperature, b is forest water consumption, c is soil thickness, d is dominant tree species, e is
soil type, f is slope, g is slope direction, and h is slope position.

4.2. Effect of Environmental Factors on Forest Density

The independent variable contribution rates of the four models were analyzed, as
shown in Figure 4 and Table 3. In the overall model, they were positively correlated; the
average temperature showed the highest correlation (44.04%), and the slope showed the
lowest (0.76%). In the 5 cm diameter class, the contribution rate of its main factors was
analyzed. Forest water consumption (37.15%) > the contribution rate of average temperature
(24.22%) > soil thickness (12.85%) > dominant tree species (10.92%), which showed that
the forest was more sensitive to the environmental factors that directly affected its growth
during the young tree period. These three kinds of habitat factors directly affected the tree
density [44]. In the 15 cm diameter class, the average temperature (26.99%) > forest water
consumption (24.61%) > soil thickness (15.17%) > dominant tree species (13.15%). It can
be seen that the contribution rate of average temperature and forest water consumption
decreased, and the contribution rate of soil thickness and dominant tree species increased.
This may be due to the fact that the trees were basically mature (DBH reached 15 cm). Soil
nutrient absorption and specific tree species had a greater impact on forest density [45].
In the 25 and 35 cm diameter class, in addition to average temperature and forest water
consumption, the contribution rate of the dominant tree species increased to second place,
which showed that as trees grew, the contribution rate of the dominant species to tree density
increased, and the differences between different species became more pronounced [46,47].

4.3. Raster Plot of Diameter Order Density Distribution of Various Tree Species in Inner Mongolia

Of all the forest resource data of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region used in this
paper, aside from actual land use, only terrain, soil, and meteorological factors according to
geographical coordinates were read. Using the main species—Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Kuzen.,
Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica Litv., Pinus tabuliformis Carrière, Quercus L., Betula L., Ulmus
pumila L., Populus przewalskii Maxim., and Salix L.—the stand density values of 5, 15, 25,
and 35 cm diameter trees in each plot were calculated. Vector point data were processed by
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Kriging interpolation to form a grid map of the diameter class density distribution, as shown
in the Figure 5 (considering that some readers may be color blind, all the graphics in this
paper were made using the visolv software to address red and green recognition obstacles).
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Figure 5. Raster plot of diameter order density distribution of various tree species in inner mongolia.

Map (a) refers to the initial planting of the seedlings of the corresponding tree species,
and (b) shows young forests. Maps (c) and (d) depict mature forests. According to these grid
data maps, the forest density in Inner Mongolia is regulated by tree species and diameter
steps, which can be used as references for forest management by the Inner Mongolia Forest
Department. This finding has strong practical significance for considering new afforestation,
felling control, forest management, and failed afforestation sites [48–50].

5. Conclusions

Based on the 2018 forest resource data of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, we
selected multiple types of environmental factors as independent variables to explore the
dominant factors affecting tree density. A particle swarm optimization algorithm was used
to optimize the number of nTree values of random forest decision trees and the number of
mtry values of variables randomly selected from decision tree nodes. Model fitting was
carried out using MATLAB software. The fitting effect was adequate, and the determination
coefficients were R2 > 0.60. The model explains how environmental factors affect stand
density, with analysis of the relevant factors affecting tree density and exploration of the
changed law of tree density. The forest density of Inner Mongolia was calculated using this
model, and the grid data of the diameter step density distribution of various tree species
were formed by Kriging interpolation; these results have practical significance for forest
management in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. There is still room for the further
optimization of the grid data for use in practical applications.
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